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SUMMIT 2016 REGISTRATION NOW OPEN:

WHERE GREAT COACHES GATHER TO LEARN MORE AND EARN MORE
Talking Stick Resort and Talking Stick Golf Club host our 9th annual
Proponent Group Summit on October 23-25 (Sunday - Tuesday). This is the
first time we return to a former site and it is one of our members’ favorites.
This year’s Summit theme is Where Great Coaches Gather - To Learn
More and Earn More and, as in past years, we plan to deliver more usable,
practical advice and information than any other event in the golf instruction
industry. And, of course, we’ll pile on the networking opportunities as once
again we include all of the meals as part of the package. This year we’ll also
head across the street from Talking Stick to kick off the Summit with an
evening at TopGolf - Scottsdale.
This year’s stellar line-up includes a mix of our members’ favorite
speakers who are returning with their latest knowledge to share along with a
strong crop of new presenters that you won’t want to miss. The entire agenda
will be released in next month’s newsletter, but we are very pleased to
announce many of the speakers and sessions now.
One of our first-time presenters will be Tathata Golf’s Bryan Hepler who
will explain the theories behind the movement training the one-year old .
(continued on page 2)

Have a little fun at Summit ’16 with golf at Talking Stick Golf Club on Sunday afternoon and
our opening night party and dinner hosted at TopGolf - Scottsdale.
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SUMMIT ’16 LOADED WITH FRESH
IDEAS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
(continued from page 1)

company uses to speed the learning process.
Tathata’s general concepts are borrowed from the
training practices and principles used in martial arts.
Another fresh face is Michael Boyko who has
been a professional drummer for the last 25-plus
years performing around the world with A-list groups
of the music industry. As a prominent touring rock
drummer and top athlete, Boyko knows about rhythm
and tempo, and has developed a method to teach
optimal, personalized swing tempo and rhythm to
others. It is currently used by Touring professional
Michael Boyko
golfers, Olympic figure skaters and Major League
Baseball players.
Best selling authors Lynn Marriott and Pia
Nilsson will be back this year tipping off our
members to some of the highlights in their much
anticipated new book to be published in early 2017.
Also back will be Bernie Najar, Director of Instruction
at Caves Valley G.C. in Maryland who will cover one of
the hottest instruction topics right now with an in-depth
look at teaching with pressure and force plates.
One of the most popular presenters we’ve ever
had at our Summits, Mike Malizia, returns with an
analysis of what makes a teacher great and how the
industry is succeeding or failing in developing highly
Bryan Hepler
competent teachers.
Retail Tribe’s Ian James also joins the agenda with a thought provoking
look at the broken links in the pathway to creating lifelong golfers.
In a session that has never been offered at any
teaching summit ever, Scott Miller, one of the top
sports photographers in the country, will join us on
the driving range to demonstrate the tricks you
must know to create professional grade
photography for your business.
Again this year, we’ll have a special Associate
Members-only career development session on
Sunday afternoon. One of the presenters will be
Devan Bonebrake, a Proponent member who has
used his entrepreneurial skills to quickly build a
strong teaching business
Katherine Roberts
in Southern California.
Katherine Roberts is also back this year
offering a free Yoga for Golfers class on Monday
morning for all interested Proponent members. As
you can see we’ve got a lot planned and we’ll be
announcing more topics and speakers shortly.
In the meantime, Summit Registration is now
open on the members’ website. Just click on
Summit Registration at the top of the left-hand
menu. Don’t forget, our Early Bird Special will save
you $50 if you sign up before August 31st.
Devan Bonebrake
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AMEX TRAVEL
A BETTER WAY TO TRAVEL
The travel industry is fastchanging and at times full of
surprises—not all of them
pleasant—but American
Express Travelink has
endured and thrived as a
premium service provider in
the field. Proponent Group is
pleased to offer American
Express Travelink to provide
you with a higher level of
service and save you money
on your travel expenses.
You can contact John
Higgins at Travelink at
615-277-5174 or email him at
john.higgins@travelink.com
to set up your account and
ask him any questions you
may have about the program.
By accessing business travel
pricing through American
Express, you will have access
to exclusive offers. Your most
significant savings through
this program will be for hotel,
car rental and international air
reservations.
All travel can be reserved and
paid for with the credit card
of your choice (it does not
have to be an American
Express card) and you will
continue to earn your
preferred mileage program
credits as you do now.
Travelink charges $10 for
each booking for a hotel and/
or auto rental and $25 for
each flight reservation. When
booking a flight there is no
additional fee for adding a
hotel and/or auto rental
reservation to the trip.
Proponent Group also earns
travel credits based on the
volume of our members’
bookings. These credits will
lower company costs for
future education events.
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Payroll Pinch from the Department of Labor?

WHAT THE OVERTIME PAY RULING
COULD MEAN FOR YOU
by David Gould, Staff Editor

“increase middle-class wages… and help millions of
workers get back into the middle class.” Puzder then
A nine-page letter signed by golf’s major associations
opined that, “as with the Obama Administration’s other
was mailed last fall to Mary Ziegler, a higher-up in the
efforts to regulate their way to economic prosperity, it will
Wage and Hour Division of the U.S. Department of
not deliver as promised.” Fast-food restaurants have many
Labor. Signees from the PGA of America, the
a manager salaried in the $30,000s and low $40,000s—
superintendents’ group, two private-club groups and the
that’s clear enough.
course owners association raised a red flag about a new
The Wall Street Journal offered a similar critique,
employee-compensation rule being formulated under
asserting that the Wage and Hour Division “overlooks the
the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).
most likely response by employers—namely, to cut
Finally issued last month, the rule redefines eligibility
employees’ base salaries, when feasible, in reaction to
standards for overtime, increasing the pay level at which
the overtime regulation.” The Journal further stated that
salaried executive, administrative, and professional
this idea has been tried before without success, saying:
workers can earn time-and-a-half for working 40-plus
“Empirical studies reveal little evidence that overtime-pay
hours per week. The new rule, effective December 1 (if it
regulations result in greater pay or more employment.”
isn’t delayed or derailed) roughly doubles the threshold
So, if the PGA of America—along with the GCSAA,
to $47,476 a year, from $23,660 a year, for certain
NGCOA and leading financial publications—is this
workers. That increase (which could get bumped higher
worked up about the rule, should Proponent Group
again in 2020) is expected to affect nearly five million
members share their concern? California-based
managers—indeed, there are seemingly lots more
Proponent member Don Parson, a dedicated career
“managers” whose pay falls in the $23K-to-$47K range
instructor and, more recently, a golf course owner,
than in the under-$24K level.
doesn’t think so. “In my opinion,” says Parsons, “this
Like your typical minimum-wage increase, this
change in the overtime rule won’t create problems for a
regulatory action was seen by many as likely to produce
course owner or a golf academy owner unless they
unintended consequences—negative ones. The PGA
were exploiting their employees in the first place.”
went so far as to distribute a Powerpoint document
Indeed, the prominent factor to note for employers
expressing strong misgivings about the new overtime
and employees up at the Proponent Group tier of golf
rule. An action statement at the end of it stated that the
instruction is that sub-$50,000 annual salary level, in
PGA would be “urging Congress to pass legislation
combination with the “manager” designation. It’s hard
requiring the Department of Labor to conduct additional
to think of many Proponent members who fit that
economic analysis… and
description—golf operations
coordinating activities with
seems far more likely to be
business coalitions which may
affected by this development.
First Take on the New Overtime Rule
consider legal action.”
In the PGA’s message to
Industries in the crosshairs
regulators
it noted that “33.6
• Independent contractors aren’t impacted,
are those with managers and
percent of active PGA Class A
only salaried employees.
supervisors who work fairly long
Members and 84.3 percent of
hours for rather mediocre pay.
Apprentices earn less than
• Staff instructors earning a salary over $47,476 $47,500 in total compensation.”
When Forbes magazine went to
won’t be affected.
express its editorial dismay about
Meanwhile, this year’s
the rule, it did so by running an
Proponent Group data on
opinion piece by the CEO of the
compensation shows that, “for
• For golf-ops, in short-season areas, the rule
company that owns Hardee’s,
members who are Employees,
could feel legitimately onerous.
Carl’s Jr. and other chain
average income in 2015 was
restaurants. Andy Puzder, the
• One odd consequence: salaried managers will $113,189, while for Associate
CEO who voiced complaint, cited
Members average income was
be punching a time clock.
DOL’s belief that the rule would
$75,559.”
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Register Now for the Must-Attend Education Event of the Year

WHERE GREAT TEACHERS GATHERTO LEARN MORE AND EARN MORE
October 23-25 (Sunday - Tuesday)
Talking Stick Resort and Talking Stick Golf Club
Scottsdale, Arizona
Join us for our ninth year showcasing what’s coming next in
golf instruction and highlighting fresh opportunities to grow
your teaching business:
Join us in Scottsdale to:
• Learn how Tathata Golf is merging martial arts techniques into
golf to create more effective training for golfers
• Discover the performance-enhancing secrets tied to each
individual’s personal tempo and rhythm
• Learn how you can build a pathway that creates more lifelong
golfers and grows your business for years to come
• Find the keys to teaching with ground-forces data
• Avoid the typical mistakes that make your business photos
project the wrong image about you and your teaching
• Get a first-hand look at what make’s TopGolf one of the hottest
entertainment companies in the country
• Check out the latest teaching technologies at Demo Day
• Make new friends and expand your network of peers

Register today by logging in to the members’ website and
clicking on Summit Registration in the left-hand menu.

OUR 2016 SUMMIT PARTNERS

2016
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Gain Teaching-Tee Tested Knowledge From Today’s Industry Leaders

SUMMIT ’16 LINE-UP SPOTLIGHTS
WHAT’S NEXT FOR INSTRUCTION
THE DETAILS

OUR SPEAKERS:

Host Site: Talking Stick Golf Club and Talking
Stick Resort and Casino is one of the most
popular golf destinations in Arizona. It is
conveniently located only 14 miles and less than
20 minutes from Phoenix Sky Harbor airport. All
summit events are within walking distance at
Talking Stick and we will provide shuttles to the
TopGolf event and to the Talking Stick Golf Club
dinner so you will not need a car during the
event.

2016 Summit Speakers will include:

PGA/LPGA Education Credits: Agenda will be
submitted to the PGA and LPGA for continuing
education for association members.
Approximately 13 hours of education will be
included in the summit.
Lodging: Proponent has a special Summit rate at
Talking Stick Resort and Casino for only $149 per
night SINGLE OR DOUBLE occupancy. Contact
the resort directly at 866-877-9897 to reserve a
room. Mention booking #10327 to guarantee you
receive our rate. Our room block will likely sell
out as in past years, so book your room early.
Cost: Our Early Bird Special includes all meals,
all education sessions, participant gifts and the
TopGolf event for only $495 for our Full and
International members. Associate members are
welcome to attend for $545 and just for
Associate Members, we include a special career
building session on Sunday afternoon from
2-4:30pm before the full Summit begins. Summit
rates increase $50 after August 31st.
NOTE: Optional golf Sunday afternoon at
Talking Stick is an additional $50 (tee times are
limited and will be filled first-come, first-served).
Registration: Login to www.proponentgroup.com and at the top of the Members Only
menu on the left-hand side of the page you will
find the Summit Registration link.

Devan Bonebrake, owner of the
Southern California G.A., will speak to
his fellow Associate Members on
Sunday afternoon about his rapid rise
in the industry as an academy owner.
Bernie Najar
Michael Boyko, creator of Tempo in
Motion, is a professional drummer for
the last 25+ years and has performed
around the world with A-list groups of
the music industry
Bryan Hepler, Founder of Tathata Golf
headquartered in Scottsdale, AZ, a
teaching and training program with
deep roots in martial arts.

Lynn Marriott

Ian James, CEO of RetailTribe, is one of
the top marketing experts in golf and a
long-time partner to Proponent Group.
Scott Miller is is an award-winning
photographer based in Central Florida.
Some of his assignments have been
covering Presidential campaigns, the fall
of the Berlin Wall, the Super Bowl, the
NCAA Basketball Tournament and even
a few miracle putts by Tiger Woods

Pia Nilsson

Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson are the
founders of VISION54. GOLF
Magazine named VISION54’s flagship
program, 54 GOLF, the number one
golf school in the U.S. Golf Digest
currently ranks them the #1 and #2
female teachers in the US
Mike Malizia is the Director of
Instruction at Harbour Ridge in Palm
City, FL and is one of the most popular
speakers we’ve had in our summit
history.
Bernie Najar, Director of Instruction at
Caves Valley Golf Club, in Owings Mills,
MD, has quickly become a leading
expert in understanding and teaching
with ground force data.

Ian James

Mike Malizia

2016
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Where Do All These Gadgets Get You?

TECHNOLOGY FOR TEACHING:
THE ROI FACTOR
by David Gould, Staff Editor
In the 21st century, golf
instruction converted from a
guesswork business to a techbased, performanceenhancement science. At least
that’s what happened with
teachers at the profession’s
higher echelons. Proof of this
conversion comes from
Proponent Group’s current
Instructor Operations and
Compensation Survey—it
shows that a full 80 percent of
members now teach “using a
launch monitor or Doppler
radar.” Those with putting
technology, ground-force
plates and other such gear are
becoming a healthy
percentage of the
membership.
One welcome fact about
the leading technology in
TrackMan’s Optimizer feature
the golf-instruction category
—it’s quality stuff. Certainly
a few gadgets have hit the market, sold some units,
then drifted away. But in general the large-ticket items
perform extremely well, enough to have shifted
teaching from the “eyeball” form of diagnosis to a
process of verifiable measurement and assessment.
So, the gear is coveted, and coaches are pleased
to own it, but how exactly does the dollars-and-cents
part pan out? Should coaches expect that X dollars
spent on a particular piece of hardware or software
should directly yield Y amount of incremental revenue?
“It was probably easier to figure the return on our
investments in video, way back when,” surmises Gregg
Rogers, a Proponent member in Seattle who is all-in
with a trio of tech-laden golf academies. “I bought a
video unit in 1997 that, according to a calculation I did,
generated a 1,200 percent return on what I spent.”
An obvious equation involving teaching technology
would go like this: You’re charging $120 per hour for
private lessons, you buy, say, a Trackman unit in
January, and in March you send a letter to your
database saying that your rate is going up to $150 an
hour for the coming season. Not to say that hasn’t

happened with a handful of Proponent Group
members, one of whom noted that his successful rate
increase was “partly thanks to my addition of
Trackman,” but it’s not what members usually say
about their investment in technology.
Dom DiJulia, a Proponent Member based at Jericho
National Golf Club, outside of Philadelphia, is one of a
dozen TrackMan University Partners worldwide—he
has never needed convincing about the value of this
equipment.
“I view the technology I own as a cost of doing
business at the highest level,” DiJulia says. “I need
facts and measurements to be able to not guess when
I’m working with a student. So, before I make a
technology purchase, I don’t specifically ask, ‘Is this is
going to help me make more money?”
Rogers agrees. “I’m passionate about technology and
how it helps us do our job,” he says. “Students kept telling
me, ‘Gregg your instruction has gotten a lot more simple and
easy to follow,’” he says. “That’s because I tell them what
they need to hear in 37 words, instead of 370—that kind of
coaching and communication creates demand.”
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With the big academies,
especially those at highpowered private clubs, the
investment is a combination
of brick-and-mortar plus all
the software and hardware.
Tim Cutshall, a leading expert
on design and infrastructure
of golf academy buildings,
recently consulted to a large,
prestigious club in the
Southwest that has other bigname clubs nearby,
competing for upscale
members and not averse to
the “arms race” tactics that
teaching technology is often
part of.
“This club did a big
renovation and could have
left its teaching building
Swing Catalyst pressure plates provide a whole new level of swing data for review.
alone,” says Cutshall.
“However, they decided they
“One recommendation, producing six pretty regular
wanted something bigger and better.” What Cutshall
students, that’s going to really help your book,”
said next is what’s relevant to the current discussion:
Lockhart affirms. As a capper, it’s been evident to Dan
“The building they tore down was there for 10 years and
that the plum job he landed at the super-upscale
has generated tons of revenue—it had paid for itself
Queenwood Club outside London was dependent on
many times over.” So, the ROI—return on investment—
being tech-savvy. “That part of my resume gave me a
was certified in this case.
shot at the Queenwood job,” he says emphatically.
The “shiny objects” that golf instruction has eagerly
Dom DiJulia has “done the math” on all this, from
embraced involve some risk on the investment side.
many angles. He understands that purchasing more
Dan Lockhart, a longtime Proponent member who’s
units of technology like K-Vest, Trackman, SAM
been teaching in Bonita Springs, Fla. and in the UK for
PuttLab and Swing Catalyst is a natural path toward
the past several seasons, says there are gear
business expansion. In terms of scale, he scopes out
purchases that, for the average successful instructor,
a diverging path with two options for any coach who is
will call for some intense due diligence with a
established and seeking to grow—tech being an
calculator as well as peer research.
important piece of the growth puzzle. “At this point,”
“I don’t use credit cards to finance the purchases I
he says, “a very successful coach is either tracking
make on basically anything,” says Lockhart, “but I’ve
along in the $200,000s or they’re planning the big
used a credit card to pay for teaching technology.” He
leap up toward annual revenues of $1.5 million and
partnered 50-50 with another coach on a Trackman
more—you can’t logically shoot for anything in
unit with an initial hit of about $10,000 on his credit
between, because the investment in technology and
card, and has zero misgivings about making that
teaching space is so substantial.”
decision and making the payments. As often happens
DiJulia, even though his business retains a second
when you ask teaching pros about tech in their
instructor, Mark Walder, owns “one of everything, when
arsenal, Lockhart cites an anecdotal case that
it comes to the important technology.” That includes
epitomizes his feelings about this type of investment.
K-Vest, and DiJulia has studied the idea of
“Once I had Trackman, I put the logo on my website
creating train-yourself programming for his
and I was certain it helped business—but I viewed it as
students, using the new, $2,500 K-Player unit
a tool for me, and I never up-charged against it,” he
from K-Vest—thus achieving the Holy Grail of
begins. “One night at a dinner I met a guy in his 60s who
earning revenue while not attending to the golfer
played at Wake Forest long ago and was still an
who’s paying to improve.
excellent player. We got talking about Trackman and the
“Can teaching tech be used as revenue stream?
information really intrigued the guy—he came for three
Yes,
it can,” he asserts, “but not for every coach at
lessons and stayed for a year.” On top of that, he sent
every
particular stage of their business development.
six people to Lockhart, all of them higher-handicappers.
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You still have to help set the golfer up, they still need golf
balls, you have to fill the divots, pick up the tees—it’s
trickier than it might initially seem.”
At least in Canada, there was no golf coach who
could match the technology prowess of Proponent
member Liam Mucklow, who broke new ground with
his state-of-the-art Golf Lab in suburban Toronto. It’s a
26,000-square-foot facility he designed and nurtured
until it was a thriving $2 million-a-year business.
Golfers frequenting this performance palace got their
fitness evaluated via TPI screens and the efficiency of
their swing motions scoped out by AMM 3D body
mapping. TrackMan monitors are deployed there to
measure patterns in club delivery and ball flight.
What of it all now? Well, Mucklow is no longer
attached to the facility.
“I sold the training center,” he says. “When I first
brought in all my technology, it defined me as a leader,
then over time everyone else acquired the same assets.”
“Every 30th of the month,” he recalls, “I had to meet
my note with a $75,000 payment—I don’t miss that
part.” With many irons in the fire, including a major
project in China, Mucklow has moved on to a new
model, apparently. “I’m working to get into an overheadfree enterprise zone,” he says, with a tinge of humor.
A leader on the vendor side, TrackMan has recently
come to market with its TrackMan 4 unit, basically a
launch monitor but that term doesn’t seem to do it
justice. This version uses two radar systems instead of
one—which had been the standard in the category, to
up the quality of data about what Mr. Smith’s club and
ball just did. The new system is selling for just $18,000
—that’s less then it used to cost to bring in a Trackman.
Also part of this teaching-tech phenomenon is
Swing Catalyst, which works on ground forces—the
interface between golfers’ feet and the surface they’re
standing on. In a presentation the Swing Catalyst reps
like to give, a right-handed golfer who is making what
appears to be a perfectly classic weight shift is shown
by the plates and sensors to instead be making the old
“reverse pivot,” with his weight counterproductively
loaded on the left foot at the top of his backswing.
Many teaching professionals who are already “haves”
would surely see this demo and think, “That’s another
tech tool I gotta have.”
For its part, K-Vest has made a pivot that’s quite
notable—in company parlance it’s a move from
Measure and Assess to a new tier that’s billed as
Measure-Assess-Coach-Train.
“Under the model we want to provide,” says Tony
Morgan of K-Vest, “the coach continues to interpret
what he or she sees in the measure-and-assess
stage, and then they demonstrate the feel and
concepts that they see as being right for that student
—that’s the Coach part. But the Train aspect of the
equation is where the coach doesn’t have to be right
there anymore, thanks to what the K-Vest Player
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technology can do—that coach can move along and
get in front of another student.”
Of all the sources interviewed for this article,
Morgan, though a vendor, was most frank and explicit
about the unsatisfying ROI numbers on technology—if
you’re looking at it the way a nail salon would look the
purchase of several tanning beds. “A coach who’s
thinking about dropping $10,000 on Tech Product XYZ
with the idea that they’ll raise their per-hour rate by $20
to reap the gains—they’re barking up the wrong tree,”
says Morgan. “You go on that basis and what, 2,000
lessons later you’re now profiting? That’s not a good
model.” What does work, in his view, is doubling your
per-hour income, without anyone actually realizing—
much less paying an up-charge.
Taking a pencil to his own proposition, Morgan
points out that the consumer-use K-Player, at a cost of
$2,500, can be acquired now by coaches at no charge
if they also purchase the K-Vest 6D, for $10,000. A
player who has gone through Measure-Assess with the
coach is given a drill-and-practice regimen they can do
with K-Player. Charging $50 per half hour for this
biofeedback training experience, with two students a
day, five days a week, for one 10-month season, yields
$500 a week—double the cost of the two-unit package.
Yes, the teaching
technology that’s out
there today upgrades
a talented teacher
into one with a
robust skill set
whose work with
students can’t
help but gain
quality. And for
that reason the
gear often costs a
pretty penny—
enough to keep golf
instructors
thinking about ways
to get a faster, and
richer, return on the
investment.

K-Vest’s K-Player trainer
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EXCLUSIVELY FROM BOBBY JONES,
JUST FOR PROPONENT MEMBERS
All current product from Bobby Jones’ outstanding mens’
and womens’ lines is available for personal use to
Proponent Members at outstanding preferred pricing:

WITHOUT BOBBY JONES LOGO: 30% off standard wholesale pricing
WITH BOBBY JONES LOGO: 50% off standard wholesale pricing
Check out all the options at bobbyjones.com. To place a personal use order – or for pricing
on bulk orders for outings, golf schools or other student usage – contact Susan Moshier
in Customer Service at 404-836-0573 or at smoshier@jonesglobalsports.com.
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DANA RADER
DANA RADER GOLF SCHOOL, CHARLOTTE, NC
INTERVIEW BY PAUL RAMEE, JR.
Even as a young girl, Dana Rader had glimpses of the
professional path that lay ahead, vaguely envisioning
a sports camp of some kind that she would design
and lead. The realization of that youthful dream is the
Dana Rader Golf School, a landmark of learning in
Charlotte, N.C., and a fixture at the Ballantyne Hotel &
Lodge. The school’s founder is proud of her
celebrated success but candid about the serious
business of maintaining lofty standards at a top
academy.
One of the keys, naturally, is people management
—that’s a skill she developed at a particularly high
level during her lengthy service as president of the
Teaching & Club Professional Division of the LPGA.
Consistent excellence has earned Dana a
perennial spot on GOLF Magazine’s list of the Top
100 Teachers in America, dating back to its inception
in 1996. She is also honored by Golf Digest as one of
America’s 50 Best Teachers and is No. 3 in the
magazine’s rankings of the country’s Best Women
Teachers. Quite early in her career, Rader drew
notice, being named the 1990 LPGA National
Teacher of the Year.

She founded her
eponymous golf
academy in 1982,
building an operation
that GOLF Magazine
would honor as one of
the Top 25 Golf Schools
in the U.S. An LPGA Master Professional since 2003,
Rader is the author of the book, “Rock Solid Golf: A
Foundation of a Lifetime,” and has written numerous
articles for such publications as GOLF, Golf Digest,
and Golf for Women. She took time recently with
Proponent’s Q&A specialist Paul Ramee, Jr., looking
back and looking ahead, to the next set of challenges
and opportunities.
Dana, it’s been a good six years since you and I
last sat down for a conversation like this—can you
catch me up on what’s new?
When we spoke last time, I had just started the first of
my two terms as president of the LPGA Teaching &
Club Professional division—that was in 2009, and the
second three-year term I served ran from 2012 through
2015. So, of late I have been
back in Charlotte working,
and no longer serving that
role for the T&CP.
With time to reflect, what
would you say about the
experience?
Those two terms I served as
national president represent
probably the best six years
of my career. I learned so
much about myself and
about leadership.

For many years, Rader has been one of the top-rated teachers in the game.

How do you feel about
stepping down and focusing
more exclusively on the
Dana Rader Golf School?
Well, our schools have
continued to grow and I am
excited to know I have a little
more time to allocate to my
business, now that my term
is over.
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As you look back on your
presidency, what are some of the
insights you gained about our
profession?
As I mentioned, I learned a great
deal about leadership over those six
years. You come in with a
perception about how things work,
but then you become involved and
you see a totally different side of
things. There are insights you get
about how to act and what to say in
particular situations, if you want to
lead successfully. I had a great role
model in Mike Whan, our
commissioner.

M AY

“It certainly is vital for our
customers to have a great
experience. If that doesn’t
happen, they are not coming
back. Nor will they tell 10 or 12
other people about their
experience—which we need them
to do…You only have two assets,
your customers and your staff.
It’s all about making people want
to come back.”
— Dana Rader

Mike has earned a lot of respect in his time as
LPGA Commissioner. How would you describe
his way of doing things?
For me it was a revelation, watching Mike and
seeing how he treated people—how he treated
customers, sponsors, other board members. It was
amazing the way he ran our board meetings. They
were always so productive. He was so good at
“being present,” and then when meetings were over
he always took care of his follow-up immediately.
Mike would make the best decisions he could and
carry no regrets about past actions. He also took the
time to send personal, hand-written thank-you
notes. That’s a habit I had gotten out of, because of
email. So, Mike did all the little things well and my
time with him reminded me how important the little
things are.
Is there a specific example of how you personally
evolved in your leadership role?

2016

I learned to listen more and talk
less. In every discussion, I tried to
get an understanding of where an
individual was coming from,
rather than preparing my rebuttal.
I came to realize that the people
you serve are your boss. In the
beginning, I think I had that
backwards. Lastly, don’t expect to
arrive at total agreement on a
subject. Do what’s needed to
establish unity as a Board, even
in those cases where there isn’t
unanimous agreement.

With respect to unity, you had
a lot of different constituencies
What was it like, trying to achieve a balance?
We do have a lot of constituencies and it was
interesting balancing them all and at times it was
intimidating, especially when you walk into a
boardroom and the player reps are in the room—
Karrie Webb, people of that stature. But in the end it
was pretty simple: As an LPGA Tour Board Member, I
was there to represent the affairs of the LPGA club
pros and teaching professionals.
By coincidence, you and Mike Whan stepped into
your respective roles at the same time. Was that a
good piece of timing?
To come aboard just as Mike was—yes, that was
fortunate. What was not so fortunate in my timing
was the state of the LPGA’s business. Growth and
sponsorship had been declining for the prior couple
of years. There were even rumors that the PGA may
try and buy the Teaching & Club Professional wing of
the LPGA.

The Dana Rader Golf School is a full service academy and has one of the best teaching facilities in all of the Carolinas.
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Sounds like one of those rollup-your-sleeves moments.
Definitely, it was that. Mike, the
Executive Committee, Executive
Director Nancy Henderson and I
worked the problem. Mike was
great with the sponsors and
players. He took real ownership
of the challenges. It helped that
he is so skilled at working with
the media. I remember how he
expanded the LPGA Tour into
foreign markets and when
approached by the media and
asked about all the foreign
players and the overseas
tournaments, he basically told
them to “get over it.” He would
tell the press, simply, “We are a
global tour.” End of story.
Meanwhile, on the T&CP side,
Rader recently completed a very successful six-year term as president of the LPGA T&CP.
the approach Mike and I took
had positive effects. It made the
training during the winter. That really helps cultivate
division better. We took the assets we had, worked the
team cohesion. Also, it gives a staff instructor the feel
problem and made things better.
of ownership in the school—they realize they are part
of a team. And all through this I am focused on trying
As you were “working the problem” was there
to be the boss that I, myself, would want to work for. It
resistance to any of the changes you were
comes down to giving people the tools they need to do
making?
their job.
There was, absolutely. I had to let a couple of programs
go and I took some heat over it. I didn’t want to eliminate
them, but at the time it was necessary. I think the lesson I
really learned, at the time, was that you need to articulate
what is going to happen and why we need to do what
we’re doing. I should have done a better job of that. It
was early on in my tenure. We supplemented the
cancelled programs with new initiatives.
How were you able to run your business and lead
the T&CP at the same time?
I am lucky to have some very good people working for
me. Julie Cole runs my business. I was typically
working seven days a week. I would typically leave
Sunday in the morning, attend a tournament or
function for a few days, return home Tuesday night,
teach Wednesday to Saturday, then either take
Sunday off or travel on that day.
What was the highlight of the travel?
Without question, it was the people I got to meet. I
loved attending our National Championship and of
course, pro-am parties were a lot of fun.
How are things going these days in your
academy?
From a staffing standpoint, I currently have eight
instructors working for me. We spend a couple months

I would imagine this leads to good retention and
longevity, for coaches at your academy?
I have been fortunate to have instructors who have
been with me for 10 to 12 years, yes. Then, every
couple of years, a few will leave, and we will need to
rebuild. Proponent Group has been great in helping
me attract new potential employees.
It sounds like the old Marriott Hotels credo—
management takes care of the staff and the staff
takes care of the customers.
It certainly is vital for our customers to have a great
experience. If that doesn’t happen, they are not
coming back. Nor will they be likely to tell 10 or 12
other people about their experience—which we need
them to do. In a business like ours, you only have two
assets, your customers and your staff. It’s all about
making people want to come back.
On that note, how do you deal with a staff member
who is having a bad day, and is unable to keep
their negative state of mind from affecting the
experience of that paying customer?
If an employee of mine is having a bad day and it
reflects on the customer, that employee’s day just got
a whole lot worse! But seriously, by the time a staff
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problem gets to me it has
to be pretty bad. Nancy
Harvey and Doug Brewer,
who both do a great job
for me, are on top of the
issues. They typically will
have dealt with it before I
hear about it.
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certified. It is very
interesting material and
where most
psychologists only deal
with the conscious and
subconscious, Lanny
adds self-image to the
mix, which creates his
Triad System.

What excites you about
2016?
Sounds like it has
Now that my tenure at the
helped you in your
LPGA is over, I am going
coaching.
to have the chance to
The Triad System is pretty
play some golf, work on
compelling information,
my fitness and spend a lot
with the conscious
of time coaching some
incorporated into the
Rader operates with one of the largest academy staffs in the country.
junior players. I am
aspect of playing,
excited about teaching the whole student, which takes
meanwhile the sub-conscious delves into skill acquisition.
in all the mental, emotional and physical aspects of the
But the most interesting piece is the self-image concept,
game. It even extends to helping parents understand
which is really where performance lies. So many times I
how they can help their child along, in a very
have seen players with a low self-image say something
supportive way.
like, “Don’t hit it in the water,” or “It is just like me to threeputt,” which goes to show how important self-image is.
Interesting subtlety there—teaching the parents, in
one particular aspect, how to parent.
You wrote a book yourself. What was that
Yes, dealing with parents is interesting and there is a lot
experience like?
of information on the web that can help us. I
I wrote my one book and truthfully I have no urge to
recommend reading “Golf Parent for the Future” by
ever do it again. It was a very hard process for me. I
Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson, a book that contains
rewrote the manuscript three times. It was one of
excellent information on the subject. What Pia and Lynn
those challenges that you learn from, once the ordeal
write about parents and kids and golf really rings true.
of it is over.
Tell us from your perspective about the future of
golf for girls who are learning the game and for
younger women players.
Five or six years ago, we put 20,000 girls through the
LPGA Junior Golf Club’s Camps. That’s quite a lot, but
then in 2015 we put 50,000 through the program. And
there’s much more growth on top that—in 2016 we are
expecting to have 100,000 girls go through it. Now, for
girls playing golf at country clubs, we see some
challenges. One, there is not a lot of girls playing at
country clubs because we females tend to be more
social and if there are not other girls around, they tend
not to come out. So, that is a bit of a circular problem.
But, all in all, I think girls’ golf is growing and thriving. If
you show me a club that is thriving, I can promise you
they have a great junior program.
How about your bookshelf these days—come
across anything provocative lately?
I am an avid reader and one of the best series of
books I’ve read is by Lanny Bassham, who was an
Olympic shooter, and then went on to write about
Mental Management. He offers courses and I have
read everything he wrote and become Level 1 and 2

Any advice for newer teachers?
I would say, be teachable yourself. And then remain
teachable. All golf instructors have an ego and we all
feel like we may be knowledgable, but you have to
stay open to new things. Never stop learning and
check out different perspectives. Lastly, surround
yourself with a network and have fun!
Social media is part of everyday life now. Good
thing? Bad thing?
Do I think we could survive without it? Yes, I do. Social
media has a lot of positives. As to whether the
positives outweigh the negatives, I’m not sure. Nor
could I really measure how it has helped my business.
But it is here to stay.
What will you miss most about not being directly
involved with decision-making at the LPGA?
I will miss the team, they were great. I remain an exofficio member of the board. However I am not going
to be the type of past president who is giving the
current people all kinds of input. If they need my help,
they know where to find me, and if they do reach out I
will be happy to lend a hand.

Now You Have FOUR Ways
to Find Answers to All of Your
Business and Career Questions

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
ALL OF OUR OPTIONS

Contract Negotiations • Proprietary Compensation Information • Marketing Issues
Business Plans • Job Search Assistance • Public Relations • General Career Advice
Management Action Plans • Resume Review • Website Design • Logo Design
Teaching Building Design and Construction • Social Media Marketing • Instruction Trends

Our Unique Members-only Website

Access to more than 100 presentations from the top industry experts and world-class instructors
whenever you need it, only on our members-only website. Plus, more than a dozen business templates
and guides ready for downloading at any time.

Our Member Mentors

Tap into the combined knowledge of more than 100 of our members who have offered to assist fellow
members by sharing their expertise in dozens of relevant topics. Just find your topic of interest and contact
those listed for advice to tap into our membership’s shared wisdom.

Our Private Edufii and Facebook Groups

Ask our Private Facebook or Edufii groups of more than 450 Proponent members your questions
and you’ll get answers from your peers across North America.

Our One-on-One Consulting

For our full members, call our office anytime you need help with a career or business-related issue.
We talk with half-a-dozen members or more each day and provide recommendations and advice
in dozens of areas that can affect your bottom line.

Log on to www.proponent-group.com or call 407-878-1235
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CUSTOMER SERVICE IS A BIG BLIND SPOT
By Lorin Anderson, President
Customers usually don’t tell you they
aren’t satisfied with your product,
they just leave and go elsewhere.
Lately I’ve become quite concerned
that golf instruction as a whole is not
taking care of customers as well as
we often assume. In my role at Golf
Channel Academy I am privy to
Secret Shopper data on the Golf
Channel Academy locations. If you were at the
Proponent Summit last fall in Dallas you would have
seen Jackie Beck’s presentation on the mediocre
service provided by many of those who were secret
shopped. And these include some of the most respected
academies in the game!
Problems covered the gamut: Phone calls not
returned for days, online information request forms
submitted by never responded to, no phone number
listed on their website’s homepage, websites that are not
responsive to mobile viewing, outdated prices and
expired program dates still listed and websites where it
was impossible to make a purchase or book a lesson.
If you endured this lack of service when you were in
purchasing mode, you’d likely skip to the next option or
give up completely. This reminds me of a comment an
industry consultant made recently, claiming that “a guest
sees more in an hour than a host sees in a year.” This
consultant said that 82 percent of golf courses do not
survey their customers and 88 percent don’t use Secret
Shoppers to independently view their operations. I’m
guessing those numbers are close to 100 percent for golf
instruction operations.

The fact is, customer service and ease of doing business
does matter to growing your business and it reflects poorly
on your brand when phone calls don’t get returned or
visitors can’t sign up for instruction. As marketing gurus
point out, if you don’t measure it, you can’t manage it. The
first step is measuring how you and your staff stack up on
all the critical customer-service touch points.
Do you survey your students annually or randomly for
their feedback? Do you train your staff on your
customer-service expectations and then check to see if
your staff is following your guidelines?
Right now we’re working with our partners at Golf
Channel on a way to provide resources to Proponent
Group members that will solve many of these customerservice issues. We expect to have at least one major
announcement on this front before the end of the year
that could be a game-changer for many of you, affecting
how you interface with current and potential students.

Have Course Owners Simply Given Up?

Another startling finding came recently from Ian James
over at RetailTribe, which has been conducting its own
Secret Shopper due diligence on behalf of clients. They
would call a course and say that they were a typical
recreational golfer looking to take some golf lessons.
The results were simply stunning. You would not
believe how many places told them they didn’t have a
teacher they could recommend at their facility and the
golfer should call XYZ competitor down the road instead.
Have we reached the point where a significant
number of facilities have given up on providing quality
instruction? The full story will shock you and if you
come to the Summit, I’m sure Ian will be happy to fill
you in on all of the gory details.

PROPONENT GROUP PARTNERS
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Stock up for the Season

Open a Wholesale account TODAY
GET READY TO PLAY
OrangeWhipTrainer.com

1.877.505.9447

Info@OrangeWhipTrainer
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GOLF COACHES ARE LEADERS,
NOT SERVANTS
by Ian James,
RetailTribe CEO
Last month we talked
about the need to create
coaching programs that
will attract or inspire the
less-skilled golfer.
Whether it’s “Break 95”
or “Beat the Bunker
Blues” or “Lose your
slice,” all of these are
more attractive
propositions than a page
of advertised lessons to
the golfer who struggles
around the 100 mark.
And this principal
applies to all categories
of golfer, whether they’re
a recreational hack or an
engaged player with high
aspirations. Each of them
is somewhere on a
pathway from beginner to committed expert—regardless
of just how far down that path they’ll be able to travel. You
should be creating programs that are specifically targeted
at golfers representing each of the various stages. You’re

trying to lead your students a good long way down that
critical path.
Not just for the feel-good aspect, either. A committed
golfer will spend a lot more money than a recreational
golfer and is a far
more secure
revenue asset to
your facility or
club.
Regarding our
path of progress,
I’m careful not to
say “as far as
they want to go.”
The golf industry
needs you, as the
coach, to inspire
golfers to go
farther than they
might otherwise
invest in going.
The reason the
industry has golf
coaches isn’t to
teach people grip,
stance, posture,
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swing path and swing plane. Primarily we need
coaches to reach out and transition people from
learner to recreational golfer. Then we need you to
nurture golfers down the pathway from
“recreational” to “engaged,” with hopes you’ll be
able to coax as many as possible up to the
“committed” level.
Your ‘why’ for the industry is “more golfers
playing more golf.” Your ‘how’ is “helping golfers
to get more fun, enjoyment and performance out
of their golf game.”
If you think your role is providing a “service” to
the industry and to golfers, then either your
management is misguided or you yourself have
mistakenly embraced a role that has no
commercial objective.

You’re Now the Leader
Where once it might have been reasonable to
view the golf professional in a more-or-less servant
role toward members, we must beware that

JUNE

2016

restriction now. You’re expected to be a guru, an
expert and even more—you’re looked to as a bona
fide leader.
It’s true that many owners and managers don’t
appreciate the value the coach can bring to their
operation. Therefore it becomes your job, and the
job of your group and your association’s
leadership, to communicate your potential value
and to increase your audience’s appreciation of
just how much value you can deliver. It helps if you
see your role as having very definite commercial
objectives that should be managed in terms of
golfers created, golfers retained, rounds played,
memberships purchased, equipment sold and
anything else that you can directly influence.
Each month we create recommended
engagement events for our customers. The
purpose of each engagement is to provide the
customer both fun and value in the 5 to 10 minutes
they’re participating in the event. We acknowledge
that the customer must come first.
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But, in that 5 to 10 minutes, it is the golf
professional’s job to learn more about the
customer and to inspire them to invest
more in their golf game, whichever strategy
may be needed to do so. It could be a
matter of ensuring they’re booked for their
next round, or persuading them to play in
the next club event, or influencing them to
join a practice club. Alternatively you could
sell them on a coaching program or simply
get them to see you for a swing and
equipment assessment.
Professionals are inclined to reject that
role. I’ll hear some of you say, “I’m not a
car salesman.” Indeed not—you’re a
“game-of-golf sales person.” And, as
noted, I prefer to frame that as you’re a
leader, but what we badly need in our
industry is revenue. So step up. You can’t
be the master villain—it wouldn’t be fair to
all your minions.
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MILESTONES

WELCOME PROPONENT GROUP’S
MAY NEW MEMBERS
DAVID BARIL Coal Creek Golf Course, Louisville, CO Associate Member
JASON BLONDER, Ashbrook Golf Course and The
Learning Center at Galloping Hill, Rahway, NJ - Full Member
MATT BONANNO, Bidermann Golf Club, Wilmington,
DE - Associate Member
PATRICIA BUTCHER, Patti Butcher Golf Enterprises,
Grand Rapids, MI - Full Member
STEVEN B. CHALMERS, Bishops Gate Golf Academy,
Howey-in-the-Hills, FL - Full Member
ROB CHRUSZCZ, Betchworth Park Golf Club, Dorking,
England - International Member
NICK CLEARWATER, GolfTEC Headquarters,
Centennial, CO - Full Member
MIKE EMERY, Brookside Country Club, Canton, OH Full Member
SUSAN FASOLDT, Stoneybrook Golf and Country Club,
Sarasota, FL - Full Member
KERRY JAMIESON, Pakurenga Golf Club, Auckland,
New Zealand - Associate Member
MARK MAGERS, Tom Rezendes’ NorCal Golf Academy,
Walnut Creek, CA - Associate Member
DAN MERRELL, Bishops Gate Golf Academy, Howeyin-the-Hills, FL - Full Member
RON PHILO, JR, Stowe Mountain Club, Stowe, VT - Full
Member
KELLY PLAISIER, Trent Wearner Golf, Centennial, CO Associate Member
BEN PORTIE, Trent Wearner Golf, Centennial, CO Associate Member
RICK SELLERS, Rick Sellers Golf, Bloomington, IL - Full
Member
STEFANIE SHAW, Scarsdale Golf Club, Brecksville, OH
- Associate Member
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Griffiths “Puts it Out There”
Proponent member Andy
Griffiths has published
Putting It Out There: Life in
Full Swing. This volume is
about Andy’s career move
to China and the “fish out
of water” story of packing
up and going 6,000 miles
away to a different world
than he had ever known.
The book shares his trials,
tribulations and successes
in a world far removed
from that of just about
every other golf instructor,
while sharing life lessons
learned along the way.
To purchase Putting It Out There, email Andy at
andy@andygriffithsgolf.com.

Hertz Adds New Discount Bonus for
Proponent Group Members
In the Exclusive Discount
menu on the members
website, you can now
download your Hertz
Discount Saving Card
exclusively for Golf Channel Academy Coaches and
Proponent Members. When you book with Hertz simply
use our discount code: CDP# 2080332 and check out
the additional specials including free days, $25 off
weekly rentals or an extra $5 off per day for weekend
rentals. Our members have already saved thousands
from Hertz using our discount code.

Lorin Anderson President
David Gould Staff Editor
Lori Bombka Operations Manager
Debbie Clements Accounting
Todd Wilson CEO, Golf Channel Academy
Scott Novell President, Golf Channel Academy
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